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given to content-based ranking in a manner that utilizes the
accumulative search experiences of several users while also
adapting to an individual user‟s current search requirements.
In this paper, we propose a new iterative learning algorithm
named Source Prioritization Algorithm (SPA) that adaptively
prioritizes a given set of textual information sources in order to
cater to a user‟s current exploration requirements. Furthermore,
it utilizes the cumulative search experiences of past users to
dynamically adjust the relative importance of these textual
information sources. We demonstrate the feasibility of the
proposed approach by conducting systematic tests on assessing
the discernability, resilience and scalability of the text
prioritization system.
The remaining paper is organised into the following sections.
Section 2 gives a bird‟s eye view of related work done in the
realm of ranking textual sources. Section 3 presents the detailed
scheme for the proposed Source Prioritization Algorithm.
Section 4 explains experimental procedures and analyses their
results. We conclude our work in section 5 and give pointers
towards future work.

Abstract
The world-wide-web offers a posse of textual information sources
which are ready to be utilized for several applications. In fact, given
the rapidly evolving nature of online data, there is a real risk of
information overload unless we continue to develop and refine
techniques to meaningfully segregate these information sources.
Specifically, there is a dearth of content-oriented and intelligent
techniques which can learn from past search experiences and also
adapt to a user’s specific requirements during her current search. In
this paper, we tackle the core issue of prioritizing textual information
sources on the basis of the relevance of their content to the central
theme that a user is currently exploring. We propose a new Source
Prioritization Algorithm that adopts an iterative learning approach to
assess the proclivity of given information sources towards a set of
user-defined seed words in order to prioritise them. The final
priorities obtained serve as initial priorities for the next search
request. This serves a dual purpose. Firstly, the system learns
incrementally from several users’ cumulative search experiences and
re-adjusts the source priorities to reflect the acquired knowledge.
Secondly, the refreshed source priorities are utilized to direct a user’s
current search towards more relevant sources while adapting also to
the new set of keywords acquired from that user. Experimental results
show that the proposed algorithm progressively improves the system’s
ability to discern between different sources, even in the presence of
several random sources. Further, it is able to scale well to identify the
augmented information source when a new enriched information
source is generated by clubbing existing ones.

2. PRIOR WORK
The task of ranking textual information is well understood
and widely reported in the literature. In an interesting early work
described in [2], Macskassy et al. outline an approach to
prioritize large volumes of time-sensitive textual information
based on certain prospective indicators. The prioritization is
done in retrospect by using subsequent actions related to the
text. Much work has since been done in text prioritization,
especially in the field of E-Mail Management. In [3], Shinjae et
al. propose a transductive learning algorithm for personalized email prioritization based on social features. In [4], the authors
outline an approach for content based email prioritization
through unsupervised clustering, social network analysis, semi
supervised feature induction, and supervised classification. The
work in [5] presents a study of machine learning approaches to
email prioritization into discrete levels. Semantic analysis to
visualize unread emails in order to facilitate their prioritization is
highlighted in [6] and [7]. Visual approaches to comparing
textual data have been elucidated in [8]. Literature has evidence
of significant work done in the field of ontology based document
ranking. For example in [9], Guarino et al. define a retrieval
system which hinges on ontology based distance measures. It
uses WordNet ontology to rank and retrieve content on-line
yellow pages and product catalogs. Ghose et al. propose ranking
techniques for product reviews based on econometric analysis
with text mining techniques and with subjectivity analysis [10].
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Specificity, Term-Source Matrix, Text Information Density

1. INTRODUCTION
Throughout the ages, human society has benefitted
tremendously from large collections of textual information
sources encoded in several analogue and digital formats. Most of
these resources are now available online. They include an
eclectic mix of valuable scientific and socio-cultural content
hosted on specialized websites such as encyclopaedias, open
access journals, e-books, news and entertainment portals, social
networks as well as spam and junk. It is generally observed that
some of these sources of information are more relevant as
compared with others, either for learning about a particular
domain or from a user‟s personal perspective.
Literature embodies a range of Information Retrieval (IR)
techniques that first filter out several textual sources that match
an input query and subsequently rank them based on their global
popularity or by linking them to the user‟s personal web access
patterns [1-6]. However, adequate attention has not yet been
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As the web is being increasingly populated by unstructured
databases such as blogs, book reviews and dynamic web pages,
researchers are actively directing their efforts towards ranking
these sources textual as well. For example in [11], the authors
present a new blog ranking algorithm, called B2Rank, wherein
the focus is on blog-sphere users‟ online behavioural features
such as comment putting, blog updating rate, different types of
citation and time of citation. Techniques that entail multiplatform data integration techniques for comparing distributed
data objects, are described in [12] and [13].
An analysis of the above works reveals that prior research
has accorded due importance to prioritizing structured and
unstructured textual sources. A significant body of work has
accumulated on e-mail prioritization and ontology based
prioritization. However, very little attention has been paid to
content-based prioritization of textual information at the source
level itself, i.e. by drawing upon the knowledge contained within
the sources themselves without explicit reference to any
ontology. Furthermore, there is an urgent need to rank
information sources adaptively by learning from past search
experiences while also attuning to the current search
requirements.
Search Engines lie at the core of most Information Retrieval
(IR) systems [14]. Most popular search engines are based on the
PageRank algorithm [15]. PageRank makes an inherent
assumption that the forward and backward links and their
relative reputation are good indicators of the importance of a
page. Hence, Search Engines based on the PageRank metric
order documents with regard to their „popularity‟ rather than
their actual relevance to the current query. But the original
PageRank algorithm completely ignores the dimension of
domain specificity. In [16], the authors compute a set of Page
Rank vectors which are biased by a set of representative topics,
instead of computing a single vector using the link structure of
the web. In [17], the authors propose a scheme to improve the
PageRank algorithm by using a more intelligent surfer, one that
is guided by a probabilistic model of the relevance of a page to a
query.
The above survey on IR systems highlights the importance of
the link structure for a given page in order to rank it. However,
this does not bode well for the pages that have a rich amount of
content, though they may not be well linked. Hence, there is an
urgent need for refining content specific prioritization of textual
sources. The main thrust of the work presented in this paper is
content driven source prioritization enhanced with learning from
past search experiences and aligning to a user‟s current search
directions.

3. SOURCE PRIORITIZATION ALGORITHM
It is a well-accepted fact that the relevance of any source of
information depends upon its contents, but its real utility is also
a subjective consideration. It is therefore imperative to provide
some form of personalized guidance to steer users‟ search for
online information sources towards their own perceptions about
what they may find to be more useful.
User Specificity: Users‟ individual linguistic tastes and
browsing habits have a bearing on the ranking of various
information sources. For example, a user may prefer getting
information about certain topics, suiting his own reading habits,
from „Britannica‟ rather than from „Wikipedia‟. Even though
both sources are encyclopaedias, SPA tailors the relative
priorities of these two sources by judging their similarity with
user-given seed-words.
Domain Specificity: A knowledge source comprises several
documents belonging to different themes or domains. However,
sources typically dwell on certain themes more elaborately as
compared with others. For example, Wikipedia may host articles
for the domains „Technology‟ and „History‟, but the breadth and
depth of coverage would vary for them. Some sources dedicate
their contents towards a broad domain. For instance, the source
„TechGuru‟ is a more exhaustive source of information for
„Technology‟ as compared to „History‟ though it may host some
historical information too. These observations point towards the
need for a domain centric source prioritization.
Table.1. List of symbols used and their meanings
Symbol
𝒮
𝒟(k)
N(𝒟)

Meaning
A set of textual information sources
𝒮 = {𝒮1, 𝒮 2, …, 𝒮|𝒮| }
A set of documents retrieved from
𝒮: 𝒟 = {𝒟1, …, 𝒟 |𝒟|}
|𝒟|=|𝒮|
Total number of terms in a document 𝒟

A set of seed-words input by the user to guide
Seed-Words
the training phase of SPA
𝒲
𝒲 = {𝒲1, 𝒲2,…, 𝒲|𝒲| }
A vector representing priorities assigned to
the members of sources 𝒮: 𝒫 = {𝒫1,…, 𝒫i,…,
𝒫|𝒮| }
A matrix denoting the strength of key-words
𝒦[m][ |𝒟|]
and key-phrases (Terms) in documents
A vector of cumulative Term strengths
𝒯[m]
A vector of cosine distances between source
Term strengths and cumulative Term
𝒰[ |𝒟|]
strengths
𝒫[|𝒮|]
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SPA(.)
INPUT : 𝒮, 𝒲
OUTPUT: 𝒫
Initialize Static variables 𝒫i to set all source priorities to be equal:
For i = 1..|𝒮|, let 𝒫i = 1/| 𝒮 |
Let 𝒟 = , 𝒟= 
For each seed-word 𝒲k  𝒲
{
For each source 𝒮j  𝒮
{
Extract the first document 𝒟(j, k) from 𝒮j containing 𝒲k
𝒟= 𝒟  𝒟(j, k)
}
For each document 𝒟j  𝒟 {
Derive 𝒟j by removing HTML tags and extracting content from 𝒟j
Extract all words and keyphrases (together called Terms) from 𝒟j‟
𝒟= 𝒟  𝒟j
}
Construct Term-Source Matrix 𝒦 using all terms/phrases in the docs in 𝒟 (Eq. 1)
Generate 𝒦 by normalizing each Term strength in 𝒦 using Text Information Density  (Eqs. 2 and 3)
Generate 𝒦 by calculating Priority-weighted Term strengths (Eq.4)
Generate cumulative Term strength matrix 𝒯: For each Term (row i) in 𝒦
Calculate cumulative Term strength 𝒯i by summing across all documents (Eqs. 5, 6 and 7)
Generate cosine distance matrix : For each Source in 𝒮 (Eqs. 8 and 9)
Calculate cosine distance between document-specific Term-Strength & cumulative Term-Strength
Update each source priority (Eq. 10)

𝒫’j 

Individual Cosine Distance
m
 j 0 Individual Cosine Distance

}
Fig.1. Pseudo-code for the Source Prioritization Algorithm
scans through all sources to retrieve the first document
from each source that contains this seed-word. Let us
denote as (i,k), the particular document of source 𝒮j that
contains 𝒲k. In our current implementation, exactly one
document is extracted per source for each seed-word.
The documents thus retrieved from all sources form the
set 𝒟. Note that the documents in 𝒟 bear a one-to-one
correspondence with the sources in 𝒮. Hence |𝒟|=|𝒮|.
Since all of them contain the same keyword, we can
drop the keyword index k, and identify each document
in 𝒟 by the source index j alone as 𝒟j.
Step 3: Extract document contents (Lines 9-12): All documents
in 𝒟 are filtered to remove formatting tags and markup
elements so that only their main textual content
remains. Any content extraction algorithm can be
employed for this purpose [18] [19]. The new set of
filtered documents is denoted 𝒟.
Step 4: Construct Terms-Source Matrix (Line 13): Each
document in 𝒟 is run through a Key Extraction
Algorithm (KEA). This step assesses the relative
strength of each term and each multi-word unit or keyphrase that occurs in a given document, by applying a
key extraction technique. Individual words and keyphrases are together referred to as “Terms” here.
TextRank is an unsupervised algorithm which does
not rely on corpuses and hence offer better results than
supervised KEA algorithms such as TF-IDF. RAKE
[20], another popular algorithm, extracts key-phrases
instead of just keywords, and thus offers more accurate

SPA alters the prior priorities of a given set of textual
sources by attuning itself to a set of new “seed-words” that
represent clues about the current user‟s specific quest. It is also a
learning algorithm that discerns the domain specificity of textual
information sources by repeatedly assessing their priorities using
inputs from a series of users that averages out individual
influences and makes apparent their global domain-centric
features. Table.1 explains the symbols used in our explanation of
SPA. The notation |.| denotes cardinality of a set.
The Fig.1 shows the pseudo-code describing the working of
SPA. It takes as input (i) The set of the sources 𝒮 that must be
prioritized, (ii) a set of seed-words 𝒲. It outputs the updated
priorities 𝒫 of sources 𝒮 for each seed-word 𝒲k.
Step 1: Initialization (Lines 1-3): The static variables {𝒫i},
which are the initial priorities of all sources in 𝒮, are
initialized to 1/|𝒮|. Assuming no prior knowledge about
of the content of any of the sources, it is only natural
that we assign them equal importance. Being static
variables however, they are initialized only for the very
first invocation of SPA. At this stage, the only factor
affecting the relative priorities of sources is the set of
seed-words provided by the first user. For subsequent
invocations of the algorithm, the priorities resulting
from the previous search are taken as the initial
priorities. Further, set variables 𝒟 and 𝒟 are initialized
to  to be populated later.
Step 2: Extract relevant documents for a seed-word (Lines 4-8):
SPA now treats each of the given set of seed words in
𝒲 turn by turn. Given a seed-word 𝒲k, the process
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results. However, due to the inherent scarcity of terms
on the TDM, RAKE takes a larger number of seed
words for the source priorities to converge to a stable
value. A comparison of TF-IDF, TextRank and RAKE
can be found at [21].
We employed the TextRank algorithm which is a
graph-based ranking model for text processing, for the
KEA step. When one vertex links to another, it is said
to cast a vote for it. The strength of a vertex is
determined by the number of votes cast for it [23]. In
our adaptation of TextRank, we added the terms and
key-phrases in a document as vertices in the graph. Two
vertices (Terms) are connected if their corresponding
lexical units co-occur within a window of 2 words.
The KEA step returns the Terms-Sources Matrix
TSM, (k)[m][ |𝒟|], containing the strength of all Terms
that are present in the set of filtered documents 𝒟'.
𝒦1,1 ⋯ 𝒦1,|𝓓|
⋮
⋱
⋮
(k)[m] [ |𝒟|]=
(1)
𝒦𝑚 ,1 ⋯ 𝒦𝑚 ,|𝓓|

Step 7: Calculate Cumulative Term Strength across documents
(Lines 16-17): Let the row for the ith term in 𝕂″(k) be
denoted as 𝒱i.
𝓥𝐢 = 𝒦′′𝑖,𝑗

𝓣𝒎 =

𝑚
𝑖=1 𝒦𝑖,𝑗

𝒰j =

𝒦𝑖,𝑗
𝛿 𝑗

= 𝑁(𝐷𝑗 )

𝒦𝑖,𝑗
𝑚 𝒦
𝑖=1 𝑖,𝑗

𝒦𝑖,𝑗
𝑚 𝒦
𝑖=1 𝑖,𝑗

(7)

𝑚
′′
𝑖= 1 𝒦 𝑖,𝑗 𝒯𝑖

𝑘

(8)

(9)

Step 9: Calculate New Priorities (Line 20-22): A higher value of
cosine distance signifies greater relevance of the source
towards the input seed-word 𝒲k. The matrix 𝒰 can thus
be used to calculate the updated source priorities as the
source vector closer to the cumulative term strength
vector is indicative of a better source of information. The
new importance weight of source 𝒮j is:
𝒫𝑗 =

𝒰j
𝑚 𝒰
𝑗 =0 j

(10)

where, 𝒫 is the vector of updated priorities.
The process enclosed within line 4 and line 22
including the steps 4 to 9 just explained, is again
invoked for the next seed-word 𝒲k+1, this time using
the just calculated source priorities. This re-evaluates
their new priorities with reference to the new seedword. The iterative process repeats till all seed-words in
𝒲 are exhausted. The final source priorities {𝒫i} reflect
the relative importance of each textual information
source in terms of the entire set of seed-words input by
a user.
At the end of this iterative process, the final source priorities
{𝒫i} reflect the learning garnered from the past search. These
values are inherited by the next search request for their
subsequent adaptation to the new set of search seed-words. For a
fixed set of sources, the accumulated learning over a span of
multiple searches drives the sources priorities towards their
stable steady-state values. The learning continues when new
sources are added.

(3)

Step 6: Evaluate priority-weighted source strengths (Line 15):
The normalized Term strength values are multiplied
with their corresponding source priorities, as evaluated
in the current iteration for seed word 𝒲k, to get the
source weighted strength.
𝒦′′𝑖,𝑗 = 𝒫𝑗 𝑁 𝒟𝑗

| ∀ 𝑖 = 1. . 𝑚

𝓤 = 𝒰j |∀ 𝑗 = 1. . |𝓓|

Using (.) to measure the relative strength of keyphrases amortizes the effect of varying lengths of the
documents. The relative strength 𝒦’i,j of each keyphrase is obtained by dividing its individual strength by
the document‟s TID.
𝒦 ′ 𝑖,𝑗 =

𝓓
′′
𝑗 = 1 𝒦 𝑖,𝑗

This gives us the matrix of cosine distances
𝓤 𝓓 , between the Term strengths of each and every
source and the cumulative Term strength vector [m].

(2)

N(D j )

(5)

Step 8: Find cosine distances (Lines 18-19): Each source vector,
i.e. column of the normalized and weighted TSM 𝕂” is
now compared with the cumulative Term strength
vector using vector distance function cosine distance.

Here |𝒟|, the number of documents is the same as
number of sources |𝒮|, m is the total number of unique
terms extracted from all the documents in 𝒟, and k
denotes the original seed-word 𝒲k that generated 𝒟.
For compact representation, we have dropped the
parameter k in the 𝒦 terms. If the ith Term is not present
in the jth document, then 𝒦i,j = 0.
Step 5: Normalize 𝕂 with Text Information Density (Line 14): It
is observed that if we normalize Term-strengths by the
length of the document, a small document with very
few terms will yield high relative strengths. To remove
this kind of imbalance, we use the metric Text
Information Density (TID). The proportion of all words
in a document that serve as connected Terms indicates
the density of relevant information encapsulated within
it. The factor Text Information Density (j) is defined
as the ratio of the total strength of all key-phrases
extracted from a document 𝒟j to the total number of
words present in it. Thus:
𝛿 𝑗 =

∀ 𝑗 = 1. . |𝓓|}

The cumulative Term strength 𝒯i represents the
overall importance of the ith Term extracted from these
documents with regard to the source seed-word 𝒲k.
𝒯𝑖 = 𝒱𝑖
(6)
We utilize the Taxicab or Manhattan Norm [22] for
evaluating the norm as it is a good indicator of the
overall relevance of the ith Term for a single userdefined seed-word 𝒲k considering all available
sources. Vector 𝒯[m] represents the cumulative
strength for all Terms extracted from 𝓓.

(4)
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4. TESTING AND RESULTS

4.2.1 Test for Discernibility:

We now present experimental results to illustrate the
performance of the proposed SPA tool. Our objective is to test
how well SPA can discriminate between a given set of textual
information sources. Further, we will show how the system
responds to “noise” in the form of random sources and when
new sources with enhanced knowledge are added.

It is imperative that any information source prioritization
algorithm be able to discern between different information
sources. The test for discernibility was designed to test whether,
given a set of user-input seed words, the SPA system is able to
differentiate between them by assigning reasonably spaced apart
priorities.
We input the three information sources 1, 2 and 3 and the
random source and the given set of seed words to SPA.

4.1 TEST ENVIRONMENT

Test for Discernability

Resources: We performed our experiments on Intel Core i3
processor running Windows 7, using the following computing
resources:

0.6
0.5

 Programming Language: Python
Source Priorities 𝒫

 IR System: Commercial Search Engine Google Site
Search with Python urllib downloader.
 Content Extractor tool: Goose Extractor.
 Key-phrase Extraction Algorithm used: TextRank [23]
Textual Information Sources: To prepare our test bench, we
used popular websites that contain a rich repertoire of
information on various topics, as textual information sources.
The documents are html pages on these websites. A mix of these
sources were chosen because they represent distinctive methods
of curating knowledge. These are:
Source 1: Wikipedia [24]: Wikipedia is a free, open content
online
encyclopedia
created
through
the
collaborative effort of a community of users known
as Wikipedians.
Source 2: Citizendium [25]: Citizendium, like Wikipedia, is a
free encyclopedia, with the constraint that the
authors use their real, verified names.
Source 3: Encyclopaedia Britannica [26]: The Encyclopædia
Britannica (Latin for "British Encyclopaedia"),
published by Encyclopædia Britannica, Inc., is a
general knowledge English-language encyclopaedia.
Source 4: Random Source - In order to test the efficacy of the
system, we synthetically generated a random source.
The random text was generated from a corpus of
adjectives constructed manually. For fair
comparison, the random text was made roughly
equal in length to that of the other documents.
Seed words: we selected the following eight seedwords for testing the relevance of the above
information sources for a wide spectrum of topics
that frequently in several domains such as science,
technology, geography, music and so on. We
assume that these seed words are specific to a
random user.
India, dog, metabolism, atom, Biology, United
States of America, Led Zeppelin, Prime number

0.4
0.3
0.2

Wikipedia

Citizendium

Britannica

Random

0.1
0
1

2

3
4
5
Number of Iterations

6

7

8

Fig.2. Evolution of source priorities with keywords
The Fig.3 shows the change of priorities that SPA assigned
to the different sources as it progressed through its iterations,
each iteration driven by a fresh seed word. The X axis represents
the iteration number and the Y axis shows the source priority 𝒫.
The following observations may be noted:
1) The priorities converge to within 10% of their final stable
values after 6 iterations when SPA has been trained with
6 seed words.
2) The difference between the priorities of the top ranked
knowledge source Wikipedia and the least ranked random
source improves steadily as the training progresses. This
difference started at 0.27 after the first iteration and
increased by 48% to 0.52 at the end of 8 training cycles.
This demonstrates that SPA is able to enhance the degree
of differentiation between different sources.
3) Wikipedia received the highest rank followed by
Citizendium and then Britannica. Significantly, the
random source was consistently ranked below all
information sources. After 8 training cycles, the final
relevance values and priorities of the sources were:
 Citizendium: The relevance of 0.32 is 41% less than
that of Wikipedia.
 Britannica: The relevance value of 0.07 is 85% less
than that of Wikipedia.

4.2 EXPERIMENTS

 Random source: It was assigned a very low relevance
value of 0.03 which is 8% lesser that the least ranked
knowledge source (Britannica).

In order to test the SPA tool, we conducted three experiments
as described below.
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Thus SPA could successfully segregate the random source
from the knowledge sources by ranking it the lowest.

Britannica (B). This richer source of information (C+B) was
made to compete with the three individual information sources
described before.

4.2.2 Test for Resilience:

Test for Scalability

Any comparative knowledge ranking algorithm must be able
to withstand the presence of “noise” which in this case, takes the
form of several random sources. As the ranking is driven by
aggregated key-phrase strengths, we expect that the addition of
random sources will have a detrimental effect on the
aggregation, and ultimately the ranking. This test was designed
to test the resilience of SPA in the presence of such random
sources and verify whether it is still able to discern between
sources adequately. For this test, we added as many as 8 random
sources.

0.45
0.4

Source Priorities

0.35

Test for Resilience

Source Priorities 𝒫

Wikipedia
Citizendium
Britannica
Citizendium + Britannica

0.2
0.15

0.05

Wikipedia

0

Citizendium

1

Britannica
0.4

0.25

0.1

0.6
0.5

0.3

2

Random 1

5

6

7

8

Fig.4. Evolution of source priorities when sources are enhanced

Random 2

0.3

3
4
Keywords

Random 3

From Fig.4 we can observe that:

Random 4

0.2

 The combined priority of [C+B] was always ranked
higher than either C or B.

Random 5
Random 6

0.1

 Further, the priority of Britannica continues to decline
considerably in the presence of a better source.

Random 7
Random 8

0
1

2

3

4

5
6
7
Keywords

 Thus SPA ranked the combined knowledge source higher
than either of the sources.
The above test proves that SPA is capable of sensing the
improvement in the quality of the information sources when they
are augmented with more information.

8

Fig.3. Evolution of source priorities with keywords in the
presence of 8 random sources
The Fig.4 shows the change of priorities assigned to different
sources as SPA progressed through its iterations, each driven by
a fresh seed word. The X axis represents the iteration number
and the Y axis shows the source priority 𝒫. The following
observations can be seen:
1) The random priorities are distinct from source priorities
even when number of random sources is as high as 8.
This shows that SPA is resilient to being influenced even
by a number of random sources.
2) All Random Sources are very closely clumped together.
SPA is able to club them all together as non-useful
sources.
3) The maximum difference between the top-ranked source
Wikipedia and least ranked random source reduced very
marginally to 0.51 as compared with 0.52 when a single
random source was used in experiment 4.2.1.
Thus, SPA could withstand multiple random sources with
negligible degradation in its ability to discriminate between
sources.

5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we addressed the challenge of objectively
ranking different textual information sources on the basis of the
relevance of their contents to the underlying theme or domain of
knowledge which the user is currently seeking to explore. The
Source Prioritization Algorithm (SPA) has been developed and
rigorously tested for its ability to discern between differently
distinctly curated information sources as well as between
genuine sources and random sources.
We are currently working towards applying SPA for
implementing a recommender system and a search engine to
make them reap the benefits of dynamic and adaptive source
prioritization.
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